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Quantitative Neuroscience: From Chalk Board
to Bedside
John G. Milton1
W. H. Keck Science Center, The Claremont Colleges, Claremont, CA 91711, USA

Quantitative neuroscience, an interdisciplinary approach that brings together the mathematical, modeling, engineering and neuroscience communities, is rapidly bringing tangible
hope of a better life to the tens of millions of people afflicted with diseases of the nervous
system. The driving force is an increased understanding of how the nervous system exerts
control and processes information.
In less than 15 years, quantitative neuroscience is seemingly doing the impossible [12, 17].
Brain–computer interfaces now make it possible to translate thought into action [6, 7, 8, 15],
replace lost limbs with robotic ones [9], prevent epileptic seizures [11, 16] and even to alleviate
the symptoms of neuro–degenerative diseases, such as Parkinson’s [14]. Is it possible to do
even better?
The first theme of this issue explores two lines of mathematical research that have been
particularly fruitful: 1) neural synchronization [19, 21], the fundamental process by which
spatially distributed neural centers bind a sensory stimulus and coordinate their activities to
respond to it, and 2) multistability [2, 10, 12], the concept that treatments may be possible
by applying jolts of electricity to the right location in the brain at the right time [11, 16].
Attention is drawn to the effects of time delays and random perturbations (“noise”) on neural control and information processing. Since axonal conduction velocities are finite, time
delays are an intrinsic component of all neural feedback loops. Stochastic effects arise from
fluctuations in ion channels and quantal release and from the convergence of multiple independent synaptic inputs. Obviously the most promising mechanisms for neural processing
are those which are robust in the presence of noise and delay. In other words, it is not only
necessary to develop analytical expressions that describe neural synchronization regardless
of the number of neurons [5], it is also necessary to understand the effects of noise of the
dynamics of synchronizing neural populations [2]. Similarly the widespread occurrence of
time–delayed feedback in neural pathways raises questions as to the role of time delays in
information processing [10] and whether new effects arise from the interplay between noise
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and delay [1, 13].
The second theme explores the role of mathematics in verifying ideas at the bench top
and the bedside. Attention is drawn to a number of interesting mathematical problems that
traditionally have received little attention. For example, how should experimental protocols
be designed to best optimize methods to estimate parameters [3]? An even more vexing
question concerns the choice of the appropriate mesoscopic scale [14], i.e. the length scale at
which one can approximate the statistical properties of the whole neural population without
having to take into account the detailed properties of each of neuron. A major disconnect presently exists between computationally and experimentally oriented neuroscientists;
whereas neuroscientists often focus on events at the molecular scale, modelers typically express their ideas in terms of membrane potential or neural spiking rates. Moreover those
whose study the brain utilize indirect methods that either monitor neural metabolism (e.g.
PET, fMRI) or the extracellular field potentials created by post–synaptic potentials on the
large, vertically–oriented pyramidal neurons of neocortex (e.g. EEG, MEG). The next challenge for quantitative neuroscience will be to understand how these length scale boundaries
can be crossed.
Clearly there is still much more to do before we can develop therapeutic devices where
“both the cortex and the stimulator speak the same language” [4, 6, 14, 18, 20, 22]. However,
the articles in this issue suggest that there is good reason for quantitative neuroscientists to
share of the hope of patients that a better life is just around the corner.
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